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PREFACE

This Memorandum is another in the series of RAND studies ;oncerned

witn predicting demands for spare parts. Our objective hss been to

deternmine empirically whether exponential smooth!ing techniques can

predict demands more accurately than the moving average techniques

currer tly being used in tl-o Air Force. We applied various forms of

these two types of predicti,., f-ocedures to three sets of historical

data:

1) Base demands for Hi-Valu tnC Categor) TI-R items for the B-52,

2) Components of the Falcon m'ss_.... and

3) Depot issues f r low cost Category III it nis on the B-52.

The Navy and some -industrial firms are already using exponential

smoothing techniques. We have undertaken this study to examine the

possible usefulness of these techniques to the Air Force. Personnel

who are concerned uith predicting the demand for spare parts should be

especially interested in exponential smoothing methods.
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SUMMARY

This Memorandum,, a comparative study of techniques for predicting

the demand for spare parts, attempted to discover the potential ad-

vantages which exponential smoothing has over the moving average

procedures the Air Force is now using.

In exponential smoothing the predicted average is found by weight-

ing the iverage computed at the end rof the last time period with the

observed demand during the current period. One may vary the weighting

constant on the basis of how much weight one wants to put on the last

average.

Various forms of exponential smoothing and averaging were applied

to three sample sets of da+a: Hi-Valu and Category II recoverable B-52

parts, components of the Falcorn missile, and Category III depot issues

of B-52 items. To the usual methods for selecting preferred techniques

used in previous studies we added a loss function, an aggregate measure

of accuracy which balances procurement costs against holding costs.

The study led to the following findings and conclusions:

(1) For any of the three sets of data, exponential smoothing was

not a significantly better prediction technique than the cumulative

issue rate procedures now being used in the Air Force. Nevertheless,

it does have definite computational advantages which may be valuable.

In first order smoothing only one average need be stored for each item.

The rate of response due to the smoothing constant can be easily changed,

and trends can also be accommodated readily.

(2) A measure of aggregate loss, such as the loss function intro-

duced in this study, should be used to select preferred smoothing
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techniques. The ranking procedures used in earlier studies (as well

as in this one) do not always serve to discriminate among techniques.

More important, they ignore the magnitude of the errors.

(3) The use of program element information for the Falcon com-

ponents improved the accuracy of our predictions; application of

requisition data, which was available for the Category III items, did

not".

(4) With any of the techniques applied to the Category III items,

prediction accuracy did not increase substantially when the base period

was made longer than one year.
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I. INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

This Memorandum is one of a continuing series on the prediction

of demand for spare parts, a subject which is a perenn.,al one in

Logistics. Our scope here does not involve test Lng a complete inven-

tory policy. Rather, we are restricting ourselv s to the simpler

question of prediction accuracy.

We have chosen such a limited objective for two reasons. In the

first place, exponential smoothing is a special case of a general class

of prediction techniques the peculiar properties of which make it a

convenient technique for application. Secondly, it is currently being

used by the Navy and some industrial firms, and we feel that the Air

Force should be interested in the evaluation of a prediction technique

that other users have found simple and successful.

OUTLINE OF THE STUDY

In Section II we present a general discussion of the problem of

predicting spares demand. Section III describes the moving average

and exponential smoothing techniques. Two fundamentally diffe ent

sets of data were employed. The first set of datafrom two bases on

272 B-52 items and 27 Falcon recoverable parts, is introduced in

Section IV; the test design for this data is found in Section V.

Section VI deals with measures of accuracy, and Section VII presents

results. In Section VII1, the second set of data, covering ten quarters

of depot issues for 425 Category III Items, is described and results

are given. Section IX develops a method of measuring arror for an

aggregation of items; this method is then used to evaluate prediction
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techniques for the CMtegory III items. Findings and conclusions

constitute Section X.
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II. PROBLER OF PREDICTING SPARES DEMAND

ASSUMPTIONS

We do not pretend to offer an exhaustive discussion of the prob-

lem of predicting spares demand. Instead, making several assumptions

about the real world, we shall define and turn our attention to one

specific problem. We will define demand and specify the form of the

demand data. Then we shall discuss some of the relevant consider-
*

ations in demand prediction that influence our research design.

Definition of Demand

We are interested only in "recurring" demand for spare parts,

i.e., all except one-time demands, such as technical order compliance

demands where a modified part is substituted for an inferior buit

cerviceable one. In the recoverable parts area, the definition of

demand is further restricted to exclude a demand made on the supply

system if the bench check shows that the reparable turn-in is serv4 ce-

able. The definition of a demand for a recoverable spare part Is thus

identical with the Air Force definition of a maintenance replacement

removal (MRR).

Demand Data

We shall limit our i terest to problems in which the demand data

is sumary information upL ifying total demand for each period by line

item. In the language of the mathematician we have a time series of

*Some of the relevant ideas are also discussed in A Comparative
Study of Prediction Techniwues, by Max Astrachan, Bernice Brown, and
J. W. Houghten, The RAND Corporation, RM-2811, December, 1961.
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demand. Initial estimates may or may not be available. In some

cases the demand data may also include a time aeries of requisition

data, e.g. the total nuber of dema.rds and the total number of requi-

sitions used in making the demands by quarter and item.

Program Element L.ta

Auxiliary data such as the flying hours per 'uonth -may be on hand.

in Air Force demand prediction roblwe. a variety of program elements

has been examined, including sortieu, lov-level flying hours, and

equipment hours. The objective is alrays to find same program ele-

ment or elements that will transform the original time eeries of data

into a new series of data from which more %ccurate predictions can be

made.

Probability DLstribution of DemA

We shall not make any assumtion about the "true" probability

distribution of dmeand nor sball we restrict ourselves to stationary

demand.***

Objactive of Demand Prediction

Our objective is to find a technique that will predict demand

mos•i accurately over a reasonably long period of time, such as pro-

curement leadtlae -- e.g. nine months or a year. These predictions

In the event that initial estimates and demand data are both
available, one technique for combining then is suggested in W. I.
McGlothlin, Devel t of Paesian Parameters for f e Parts Demand
redition. The RAND Corporation, - Jy, 1N

*See S. Sý Caubell, The Relationship of Resource Demand o
Airbane Operations, The emporation, N(-•3281- --Janu 163.

*If demand is stationary the minimu variance estimate of mean
demard is obtained by weighting all past dai4a equally.
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cannot be translated directly into procurement actions because safety

levels would have to be added for demand and leodtime variations.

GEERAL CONSIDEMTOS

We have defined the problem above. Let us examine here the

rationale for our choice of problem. We assumed a time series of

summary data, because this is the sort most commonly encountered.

We set an objective of predicting demand over a procurement leadtime

so that the prediction errors could be computed. In contrast, a

prediction of average demand plus a safety level, though appropriate

for procurement, would bias the error distribution. Furthermore, the

safety level is an additive to the average demand and can be considered

sqparately.

Once one has selected the objective of predicting demand over a

procurement leadtime, it is not necessary to assume a specific proba-

bility distribution. In statistical terms, the estimation of the

mean value does not require that we know the form of tzjv probability

distribution. Furthermore, we have good reasons to cvo'd the selection

of a specific probability distribution. In the first place, we are

interested in the prediction of deuand at differeit eche]ons including

base and depot. Variance of demand at each e lielon is strongly influ-

enced by the requisitioning policies at lower echelons. For exA=nrle,

if bases order a year's supply of an item instead of a quarter's vorth,

the variance of demand on the depot will be increased. If one proba-

bility distribution were to suffice for all echelons, it would be

essential that the distribution have at least two parameters -- to

provide for different means and variances by line item. Secondly, we
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believe that a demand prediction technique should b2 sensitive to slow

changes in the mean demand rate. In other aords, our examination of

data leads us to believe that items show non-stationary demand charac-

teristics that should not be neglected. Te estimation of parameters

for a two-parameter non-stationary probability distribution, however,

is a formidable task.
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Ill.* PREDXCMOt TZCWIQUM

BACCRO(ND

The current UAF procedure for computing the "historical usage

rate" element of the requirements computation at both the base and

the depot levels is essentially an unweighted moving average which is

updated periodically. Such averages have many of the desirable charac-

teristics of a practical method for smoothing out the fluctuations in

a demand history to get an estimate of .he expected demand rate. They

have a stable response to changes, and the rate of response can be

controlled by the number of months (or observations) included in the

average. Although moving averages are simple to compute, they require

that t7e individual observations used in computing be retained so that

new information can be added and old information dropped. Exponential

smcothing or exponential weighting is similar to a moving average, ex-

cept that all observations are used. The former, however, does not

require the keeping of a long historical record in the active file or

computer, and the data-processing requirements are therefore decreased.

Like the ordinary moving averagee, exponential smoothing has a stable

response to changes, but the rate of response can be readily adjusted.

Then, too, the method can be extended to the calculation of trends,

and changes in trends, with very little extra data-processing.

MOVING AVIRAGES

Before defining exponential smoothing, let us recall the procedure

followed in updating a moving average. Suppose we have observed dt

demands in the current time period, dt.1 demands in the last period,
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dt_. two months ago, etc. Then the updated average demand at the end

of the current period is given by

Dt -! (dt dt-1 " dt-2  + ' dt-(-)

Dt_ + I (dt - dt.i) ,

where Dt.1 is the value of the moving average at the end of the last

period. Thus the updating is accomplished by adding to the prior

average a fraction of the difference between the current observation

and the observation N periods old, dt.N. This is the effect of "add-

ing the newest and discarding the oldest, then averaging the result."

In this technique the most recent and the oldest observations

have the same influence (weight) on the updated average. In fact,

each of the observations in the N periods has the same weight, 1/N.

The moving average obvio•,•4lr requires that the individual observations

for all N perio±a. K% -etained and used for each updating.

A method that could be used to avoid the equal weighting of all

data regardless of age is to use a weighted moving average. A sequence

of positive weights, a0o a1 , .21 00. INl, whose sin Is one, is arbi-

trarily selected. The %dated aerage Is then

D t a aod + ald t 1 + a4 z2 +... + aN-id t-(N-1),

The weights can be selected so ac to give more conxideration to current

than to earlier data. This method, hv~ever, involves substantially

more computation than an wiweighted moving a.-erage, and also requires

that all N observations be retained. In addition, although the weights
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are arbitrary, subject only to the condition -that they are positive

and their sum is unity, N must be preassigned.

A linear trend or higher order model can be accommodated by a

least squares procedure in which each squared error is weighted by

the appropriate ai .

MlPONENTIAL WEIGHTING

The Basic Concept. Suppose that we had stored only the average

demand computed last month and had not stored the individual obser-

vations. This month we have a new demand quantity and want to update

the average. It seems logical that if the demand this month is higher

than the stored average., we should increase the latter. Conversely,

if the number of demands observed this month is smaller than the aver-

age at the end of the previous month we should decrease it. Further-

more, if the difference is small, the adjustment should be small. If

the demand has been substantially above (or below) the stored average,

the new estimate should be incretwed (or decreased) by a sizeable amount.

The exponentially-weighted average computation can be described

symbolically as follows:

(1) Dt a Dr.1 + a(dt - D0.1) 0< U.41

or by rearrangement of terms,

(2) Dt- (1- 0) Dt. + ad t

*Although we are describing exponential weighting in terms of
demands per month, the procedure can be used to update any type of
data sequence or discrete time series such as demands per 1000 flying
hours, failures per 100 checkouts, issues, etc. The time period could
also be a day7, month, quarter, etc.
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vhere:

Dt = updated average (prediction) made at end of
current period, t;

Dtr. = updated average at end of prior period, t-1;

dt = observation (i.e., demand, demand rate, etc.)
for the current period; and

r =M - eighti,.Z or smoothing constant, a value
between zero and one.

Repeated application of (2) to the most recent N observations

gives

(3) Dt et + w(1_')dt-1 + *(l"a)2d-2 +

+ (1 ") N- dt(N-1) + (l")"Dt-N

N-1

-r I (1-&)12tn + (1-a)D 1,
n-o

where Dt.N is the prediction at the end of period t-N, or at the start

of these N observations. 7his value could also be considered as the

initial estimate for D prior to any experience.

The veight assigned to each observation is a constant a times a

fraction 1-4 vith exponent equal to thbe age of that observation --

hence the terms "exponential veighting" or "exponential smoothing."

As N becomes very large, i.e., as we have a very large number of

observations on which to base Dt, the "initial estimate" tem drops

out (i.e., "adequate" actual experience becomes available). The sum

of the exponential (literally "geometric" in this discrete case) weight

approaches one:



(4) Dt . im- L&o (1-&)" dtl + 0 o,
(1) ~N4w L n- n]

(5) Su of weights = (4., ) W--

Figure 1 shows graphically the weight assigned to data t periods

old for three values of a. It can also be seen from Eq. 3 that the

total weight given to all observations prior to the N most recent ones

is (j _)N.

It is obvious from Eqs. I through 3 above that the "responsive-

ness" or "sensitivity" of the prediction (Dt) to current data (dt)

lsepends upon the magnitude of the constant, o. Larger values of a

give additional weight to the more recent observations; the converse

is true for smaller values. Yet, all data are always considered in

Dt, however trivial the weight may be. This aspect of the exponential

weighting procedure actually leads to drastic simplicity in data storage

requirements. An can be seen from Bqs. 1 and 2, the only historical

information needad at each updating Is the prior period's prediction,

Dt 1 .

Mhis data 6torage requirement contrasts sharply with the N period

(N is often 12 or 24 months) unweighted moving average. At each up-

dating in this procedure the oldest observation is dis•rrded and the

most recent one added to compute the new stvyrage. This means, of

course, that the vYlues for each of N observations must be stored.
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Selection of a. Me rationale behind selecting an of srIate

value for a is no mor complex, and wAfrrtumat.,y no easier to Justify,

than that behind selecting N for the comfly used moviag -avage.

Either case require. a co ose between 1) promptly reflecting true

changes in the data sequence, and 2) avoiding excessive response to

mere chance fluctuations. A large value for a improves the rate of

response to a changing pattern in the data sequence by giving nore

weight to recent data. W.e sam is true, of course, vith a smll value

of N. In both situations, however, the ability of the technique to

smooth out random fluctuations is decreased.

The true optimm value for N or a can never really be determined

for such a complex prediction problem as encountered in large scale

logistics systems. An extensive test against past eierimences like

that reported herein, cn Indicate wfich of ,•e'al trial values of a

would have been best for the data studied. But one canot ". - -tain

that future data would lead to the m concwluion.

OWe usroach for establishing test values of the smoothing constant

is thZVqh eamivalmee to tamItIalM.y accepted N-.eriod unweighted

moving -aemre. Sm #t" iasMu4 in 00 leter hsve an aver"e age

eqml tom

ting the weight sohm in 1%. tU, the date in the espommtially-veighte

averaep hae verag =g eetq P %1 tol



(7) G(O) + &IwO-a) (1) + W(l-W) (2) + 6. (1-9) (a).

If Vs nw define en exOential veighting procedure as being

"eqivalent t4- An U-peiod imveijhted moving average if the data have

the emg averele age! then by eWtig Sq- 6 with Et. T, we get

(8) e y andI-N ~

Another me6nd of defining equivaLmuce Is t, eqa.Se the vari ances

of predictions ed. by each technique. If 1r2 Is Q~e variance of the

observed, dafte, theia the varimaeo of the U-period soving average is

V2Al.assmmlvg the obserwstions to 'be Independent and from the um

population. Soe predictions generated by e~mantiaJ smothing eam

be shOWn to haev vwariae "01 to w%/{2.). Nupmtinq the two

mWimes gives tMe dem results e Ia 3&. 8 abore.

SUSe I shme em of the epiylMt veLums of N and a. Ws see

tamt a VaLUe of er oval to 0."U gives results equivujent to those

tatml from sm =miighee owl"a wesqe of 9 Periods in the sense

deseribed Above. In the 2tteu'D the 9 mos reset observations are

usos ml the older =anes id~sowd in uompmenal ww~agpt~ ell

the asermsiinm wueto. As aem be sem ftom Sq. 3,, the total weight

essipme to @Ul otservatii oder tm the mest reseat nine is

(1-0o2D)) a (.0o)ý .a0W. 3assm. of tugs liffftzeme beten the

two teo@Miqwas Vredietiowmsw d1ffr s-Astinttelly although the

p tr sump*e, 3. 0.am' i " oe " S M
ofim Pxmat flue kites001 WLýmpMod#Aw
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techniques are equivalent In term of the average age of the data mnd

the prediction variance.

Table 1

VAR= OF TO WhIGHMIG C=I-0 S2AM10•[
TO ANl QMAL=T M4IGm AV•U4E

Number of Periods Equivalent Emponential

in Moving Average VeLht Constant
__ _ (NI) l__ __ _ _t) __ _ _

3.0 0.500
6.0 o.286
9.0 0.200

12.3 0.150
19.0 0.10o
24.0 0.080

Linear raend and High!e Order Models. Up to this point we have

been discusming only the simplest prediction model, nmely, the

strsaihtforward Izopo• tlon of en dpated constant value. Some-

time a dLta sequw-e is awe realistically predict•d by a more

elaborate moel, such as one including a linear or quadratic trend

or a cycle. We shall be concerned here with only the first of these.

If there is no trend in the data so that a simple average a. can

be used for extrapolation, then, as we have seen, single exponential

smoothing gives the estimate at a Dt. If there is a linear trend in

the series, the model la asurmed to be of the form

()dt+k - at + kbt,
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Gdt~k - prediction for period t~k, k-i, 2, p.

bt - trend rate as of the end of period t,
ezpressed in units of increase or
decrease per period.,

at - trend value as of the end of period t.

The prediction of total demnd for the next a periods is

k-1

The model in Bq. 9 requires patin6 tvo constants, at and bt. This

can be done by use of "second-order smoothing". A second-order smoothed

(or eiponentially-weighted) average is s1W.1y an average of the aver-

ages, so to speak. She casputatlon Is idimtical to that In fqs. 1

throoh 4 for first crde smtbing, only In this case the data sequence

I- the S•s"s of Dt rather then va)ues. Mus If Dt' denotes the

seaoui'o.4w expoemIaUj veitei wwqs p-WW at period t, then

(10) Dt. ai.+)r got

where Dt Is Vie firet-ordw averag frm Bqo 1.

]btibte of at~ md bt e gie by

(U) it -Ot-Dt'D~ or Vt* ;j t

A

bt a ro(Dt Dtl), or Dt'- Dt'

R. G. hown man 3. F. Meyers1ma.na Theoremi of Zquonentia1
Asnthidnaw, Journal of the %S Mý Plseserck Society of Asrica,,
Vol. 9, 116. r, BW *., ,9" p
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Note that both at and S can be written in term of the first

and second-order smoothed values of the observed data sequence. The

latter then are the only values vh ch need be stored.

Estimates of at and bt can be derived informally if one assumes

that demand follows a linear model exactly, plotting the response of

Dt and D' and choosing It and St so that the prediction coincidest V

with the assumed lInear demand. A rigorous proof has been given to

show that the coefficients of any polynomial model of degree k can

be expressed in terms of the first k + 1 degrees of exponential smooth-

ing, and that this polynomial minimizes the exponentially veighted

least square error.

In other words the coefficients of the polynomial model can be

estimated by a least squares procedure in vhich the squared errors

are exponentially-veighted. This is coupletely analogous to the

procedure discussed above for moving averages, but here only k + 1

smoothed averages rsther than all N observations need be retained.

roin and Meyer, .9n. See also J. M. Dobble, "A Sinile
Proof of a lerm in A sl BnooIng," foMm of the Operations
esemb 8ootelty ot AMrIS, Vol. i1, go. 3, W-M*e, 1963, pp. -W=3.
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IV. W OVA I W3

Wtis test of ezponentiully-weighted techniques is essentially a

sequel to another study* of dem- prediction bechnLques in the sense

that we are using saw of the same data and procedures. Two different

test designs are emloyed in the present study. They involve differ-

ent sets of data and techniques to '*e .oqared. Those used in Design

1 are described in this and In ketion V. Design 2 Is described in

Section vinI.

fTe data used In Design 1 are from the above mentioned study,

which focused upon a samle of B-52 parts and Falcon caonento.

Since a ccqplete description of these data Is given there, ve shall

include only a brief review here.

The somle of B-52 data consists of Ih-Valu and Category II re-

coverable parts from six major property classes: Enine Cocaients,

Air Structural Comonents, Ga•wery Compnents, BDmbing Fire

Control Cdqoý te, OomamltIms t fti• t, oand Aircraft Acasaories.

Th data, frm two baem, Loarig sad Ostneo cover a period of 33

mOnths, flem 06nry, 1W t* 0 Uptuber, 1958. 3-281U (pp. 33-

1.0) deoulbee bov a ssWU of M7 parts mes selected from the original

groW of 7500 pwt mbers. ls seqgs contains only prUts with 5 or

me dMaGrdAWiS the 33-ma•th a i"ence period.

Sme ape" parts eonsmiptlon dat we related to a total of

68,o00 flylng bows of oprtlmion of 169 different B-52's. 2hese

planes include series B, C, D, S, F. Not all spaer parts were appli-

cable to all series. Mhe serlier stud* took this Into account along

"*Astrahan, Brown, and Npoqbtenp a. alt.
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vith the flying hour program of each aircraft series. We decided

that the 175 (of the 272) parts which are applicable to all series

vould be adequate for this test. A further restriction was placed

on the data for this study by our using only those line items (125

of the 175) which had some demand during the first 21 months. hi s

was the maximum experience period used for prediction, and it seemed

pointless to use any of these prediction techniques on aLie remaining

50, since these techniques always predict zero when based on zero de-

mands. The final B-52 samle for this study, then, consisted of 125

parts which were applicable to all series and which had some demand

during the first 21 months.

Data for the 27 Falcon ccoponents cover a period of 26 months,

from May, 1955 through June, 1957. About 30,000 aissile checkouts

(the progrp, element used for prediction) were performed during this

period. We used the 23 (of the 27) comionents vhich had som demmnd

during the first 1 4 months -- the msxiuu experience period used for

prediction In this case. N6.2811 describes the fM.oon data In greater

detail than we do here.

*eWe wre All the Components of the missile.
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MhIs section outlines the specific tested applications of the
*

general concepts described earlier. The ten prediction tecmniques

used are designed to coare the following: 1) exponential smooth-

Ing with and without a program element, with and without trend; 2) the

effect of different values of the weighting constant a; 3) cnuluative

average; 4) nine-month moving average; and 5) where appropriate, these

procedures as against those In I3-2011.

A prelimnary trial run of the exponentially-veighted average

technique was used to examine a wide range of values for a. The

results indicated that for our data, values of 0.10 and 0.20 would

be most appropriate in the sense of yielding reasonably accurate, yet

sigrificantly different, results. his finding Is consistent with

the values for a currently being used by the Navy and several industrial

firms.

Tchnqms 14- are eMapmetially-vightbd techniques using as

Inputs amnins per prlOg elemt -- flying hours for the B-52 parts,

checkouts for the Phloon compoamts. har 1~cWque 1 we used a - 0.10.

sto value of the ated amaG rate for a given part was ccomuted

using t maths or ei3.rleaoe and 2.. 2. Tme, ssuming that this part

would continue to be MaWd at this se rate in the future, we ob-

tained the forecast fbr a particular moth by multiplying Dt by the

actual activity (flying hours or checkouts) for that month. For

Althoug vs refer to these as different techniques, they are
really variations of two basic models -- exponential smoothing and
averaging.

*In a realistic prediction problem, the actual flying hours for
future months would have to be estimated.
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each experience period, predictions were made for the follovin;

12 months vithin the limits of the data. Thus, there are 21 such

prediction sets (each consisting of 12 monthly predictions) for the

B-52 parts and 14 sets for the Falcon components.

Technique 2 is the same as Technique 1 except that we used

a - 0.20.

In Technique 3, we assume that there was a linear trend in the

demands per program element during the first t months of experience

and that this same trend will continue in the future. Using a - 0.10,

we compute at and bt from Eq. 11, and dr+k from Eq. 9 for k = i, 2,

... 12. The forecast for a particular month is obtained by multiplying

the appropriate dt+k by the activity (flying hours or checkouts) for

that month. Again there are 21 predictions sets for the B-52 parts

and 14 sets for the Falcon coqponen-.s.

Technique 4 is the same as Technique 3 except that we used

a - 0.20. Note that second order smoothing must be used in Techniques

3 and 4.

Technique 5 is a simple unweighted cmulative average or issue-

rate technique (identical to Technical I of W/-281l). In this tech-

nique, the total number of dmends fbr a given part during t months of

experience is divided by the total activity (flying hours or checkouts)

during that period to give an average demand rate. The demand for a

particular month in the future is then obtained by multiplying this

average demand rate by the actual activity for that month, just as

with the other techniques.

Techniques 6, 7, 3 &nd 9 are like 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively.

The only difference is that the inputs are the actual monthly demands
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instead of the demands per program element. Hence the Dt and dt~ k

values are the monthly forecasts. The prediction problem is simpli-

fied because no estimates of the program element in future months is

needed.

Technique 10 is an unveighted nine-month aoving average. The

procedure is like Technique 5 except that instead of all the data, we

use only the most recent 9 months. A 9-month moving average was se-

lected since it gives the same prediction variance as first order

exponential smoothing with c - 0.20, and also equates the average

age of the data.

For ease of reference, we list the techniques in Table 2.

See Section III, Eq. 8, or Table 1.
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Table 2

PREDICTION TEC•NIQUES - DESIGN 1

Technique Value of
Number Description of Technique Weight cr

First-order exponentially
1 weighted average applied 0.10

to demand rates

F•rst-order exponentially
2 weighted average applied 0.20

to demand rates

Exponential weighting with
3 trend applied to demand 0.10

rates

Exponential weighting with
4 trend applied to demand 0.20

rates

Unveighted cumulative
5 average applied to demazd

rates

First-order exponentially
6 velighted average applied 0.10

to actual demands

PFirt-order exponentially
7 veighteu, average applied 0.20

to actual demands

Emponential weighting with
8 trend applied to actual 0.10

demands

Exponential weighting with
9 trend applied to actual 0.20

demands

Unweighted nine-month moving
10 average applied to demand ---

ates
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N NWAM Of ACCUMCT

o emeewee or accura•y used for aking ocimpa ons aUo the

teoiquee we the msm as those used In M4-2811 vi., 0the average

sonthl error (AU); the relative error (RE); and the root mean square

e (3M). Zn additions the average absolute error or mean absolute

defiatian or the monthly preoictions (MAD) was added to this studyr

*eu we discovered, during discussion@ of 34-281., that Interest in

thUe aeaure existed.

To e9press the above measures in symbolic form, let Dt+k be the

predicted demand In month t+k baed on t months of experience. Thus,

for exame, In Techniques l and 2, Dtik is Dt multiplied by Lxe ac-

tivity In the (t+k)th month, whereas In Techniques 6 and T, it is the

am as Dt. Since ve are predicting for 12 months in the future, k

viii, take en the values 1, 2, ... 12 for a given t. We let Dt+k be

th actual dmands Ir the kth imoth following t months of experience.

Wtht this notation, the fow. moemaree of accuracy can be expressed

12
AmU ~ 1 : (Dt,*k Dtk)

kul

12

1,2

-D)S(D+k" .k)

12
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1N - D 2
_4Z (D; 1~ +k)

There were 21 prediction sets for the B-52 parts and 14 for the

Falcon components because of the amount of data availaole. We fur-

ther restricted the number of prediction sets by computing the error

measures only after "meaningful" experionce had occurred. For the

B-52 parts we began with predictions based on the first 12 months of

experience, and for the Fal. on components after 8 months. Hence in

the above formulas, t = 12, 13, ... , 21 for the B-52 parts, giving 10

sets of error measures. For the Falcon comqonents, t - 8, 9, ... , 14,

yielding 7 sets of error measures.

USIm THE MEASURES OF ACCURACY

The four measures of accuracy are suamry m.,ures for each line

item in the 12-month period following each experience period. Since

the Average Monthly Error (AMR) is simly the algebraic sum (divided

by 12) or the prediction errors for each of 12 months, it can be con-

sidered as a measure of the total error for a 12-month period. That

is, the computed AMR Is just one-twelftb of the total error for one

year. It seems to be the most anp• priate measure for selecting a

"preferred" technique because the Air Fbrce is usually interested in

predicting requirements over a period of several months, often a pro-

curewmnt leadtime. Of course, amy particular measure of accuracy has

its disadvantages, but in most cases the technique with the smallest

AME also gave the smallest values for the other measures. The pre-

ferred technique for each item was selected as in R14-2811. In general,
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it vms the one which yielded the smalleet AME for the greatest number

of prediction sets. Modifications of this procedure were made when

there vas no single technique 'hich satisfied this criterion, as de-

scribed in the earlier Memorandam.

Our objective, of course, is not to find the best technique for

each item. Rather, ye vent to determine vhich technique is preferred

over a representative sample of item. One obvious approach is to

count the number of items for which each technique perform best. How-

ever, when many techniques are being compared in this way, it is unlikely

that one technique vill perform best on a majority of the items. Lack-

ing such a majority, P. technique should not be labelled as the "best"

simply because it vas preferred for the largest number of items. There

may be another tebhnique which, when compared vith this "best" one,

would be selected for a majority of the Item. A sufficient test for

designating a best technique would be to show that it was preferred

for a majority of the ltems for each paired comparison of techniques.

Ubfwrtunately, as the Uoviag exmle shvs, there may be no tech-

nique with this propsty. tpose there are three line items, 1, 2,

3, and three teoehi" AD P, C. Let technique A be preferred to

technique I on two item and let teenique 3 be preferred to ".:hnique

"r, on two items. If sweeae vwre transitive, technique A would be

preferred to teerique 0. Nmmj th tabulation belov shows that a

cue can be devised in whieh 0 is preferred to A on two parts and

therefore no technique is WefTaed overal. Mwe result can, of course,

be generaliled to a larger systm.

T is I akm as 1h "MhMoa of oft D $ the literature. See,

for example, X. * Anw, John Wiley
and Sons, Inc. , Uew =YorV I J F
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Ranking ofLine Item
Techniques i2 3

Best A C

Median B A C

Worst C B A

Section IX discustes the defects of this counting procedure at

greater length and derives a better method for selecting a preferred

technique applicable to the low cost items of Design 2. Since the

couanting procedure is so simple, however, it was used in both Design 1

and Design 2.
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Tils section suim-nises the results of applyiA the 10 techniques

to the tvo sets of data (.-52 parts and Falcon components) and states

mor findivas and conclusions for Design 1.*

Table shove the nuber of -artd by preferred technique and

property class for all 125 parts in the sample, for the 53 parts which

had no demands in the first 12 mbaths, and for the 60 wrts which had

at least 10 demands in the first 21 months. The tvo sub-samples of

"53 ad 60 parts respectively were Isolated to determine whether some

techniques are particularly good on lov (high) demand parts.

From Table 3-A we see that T# -hniques 4, 5, 6 and 9 are proferred

for about the sae number of parts, as ae I and 3. There were 50

parts for vhich exponential smoothing techniques, taking account of

flying hours (Nos. 1-4) were preferred, and 50 for which exponential

smoothing techniques vithout progrmai element (los. 6-9) vere preferred.

We made palred comperisos between Tvahnique 5, the issue rate

technique, and Was. lo 3, 4, 6 and 9. VWW~ paired comarisons are

possible, but they ar tedious to make. Since we ae interested

primarily In ca paroin the caurent Air F es procedure vith var-ous

expanential smootng produres which se"m to hold some prmd,.se of

Lqroemnt, w liadted the number of comparisons. The folloving

nmbers of part-prefewences uwe obtaineds

The computer calculations vere progrmued by D. Nopf.

"The total for each comparison is not 2, the total number of
parts in the saple. This is due to the fact that for some parts it
was Impossible to make a selection based an the tvo techniques being
compared.
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NU OF B-52 PAMTS BY Pit:

A. AU1,i..

Property
Class 1 2 3 ig

Raging - -- -a

Airrinm 6 - 1 3

Oumamy 1 1 2 6

Flre Omtrol - - - 1

ommlostticf 5 1 5 .3

.omsos'. 2 3 T

Total 14 2 14 20



CEIQU AND PROcPETY CLASS

the Sample

6 T 8 9 10 tal

L - - 1 - 3

r - 1 3 3 33

- . 12 - 2?

I 1 1 _ _

1 2 5 1 __0 _

1 5 22 5 125
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Number Nmber
Teahdniques of Ports Techzpiqur s of Parts

5 59 5 62
1 62 6%

368 9 _ _

66

The difference betveen the rnurer 6f parts in each comparison Is

not statistically significant. Hence an the basis of both criteria --

ranki• and paired comparisciis, ve conclude that for this entire sample

of 12 parts no me of the exponential smoothing procedures is better

than the issue rate procedure currently being used In the Air Force.

Table 3-B shows the preflerences vwhen ve consider only the " parts

vhich had no demands during the first 12 months. That exponential

smoothing techniques vith trend are preferred to those vithout trend

is logical. Thus Teacnlqm 9 Is preferred for the largest mmber of

parts, 18. TaecnLqus 4 io preferred for the next largest umber,, L.

Both of these use a - .20j 9 Is qpplie to eatual. inmands and 4 to

Gumme rates.

Table 3-0 show the 4istrib•tIm at preferences for the 60 pexs

with at leat 10 4nms i na the ••st 21 nantb. fachniqu 6 has the

largest number a prefetrmes, 13J Tedmaiqus j, 5, ad 9 each have

about the es m nber. Again we aso n real ypeferenoe for exponential

smoothing.

Table 4 shows the number of criomst-s of the Falcon missile by

preferred techaique mad gnral characteristios. Techniqme 1 was
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B. 53 PEAS wit.h

E ne - - -

Airframe 2 2

Gmuner7 y 1
Fire control - - -

Cominmmicat:m 1 3. 2
Accessories - 2 3

Total 8 -



c contimned

Ique 
Z h a1 6-I7 8 g 1  ~oa

wilmen in First 12 Months

2 - - 8
__ _ _•__ _ - ___._ L_ I -19

-- - 11 i-

-, i 5 -17

1 1 2 18 2 53..

10 Demands in First 21 Months

1- - 1 12

- - 8 - 1. _

1,51 - - - 10
-n-- - - •

- l - W •o a 6
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AND SUiL

Grnwral_ -

Chumsteristicusj_1 2 3

XLlctroulc 2 1 1

Xiectrical-
Mochanical 1 1 2

Mechancal vith
3b meving Purta . - T

Total 5 2 1
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I)BY PREFERREED TECHNIQUE

IACTERI 32CS

que
5_ 8 _ _ lhli tal

1. 8

3 - -- 9

14 11 2___ _ __ _



pinfe-ved Aw t~w 3Inqpv m~r atcmowns 5# so Ta~41Mkw 3,P

4, n 5 were .mh We for Ii camomut!*. lbar mr so p r-

ove. for Techulqtim 6 and T. Sa e w So, bowwwr,, ta to um

program elemet, check- auts, Is totter than not to us It: thaz* uwe

15 pmeftxwne. for 5,*cbniqus 1-4, and onl.y 2 for 6-9. ibis is due to

the saccelerated phase-In of the Palcem x~saie duriag th perlod In

We mado paired comprlsow between Tecbnique 5,, the issue-rate

techalque, and Ibs- Is,3,, and 4,, vith the follawli* rmslts.

Rjoer
!n~zý of nafts

5 12

11

3 i

The diffu'amm bwtwin the uw.bew at parts In each caw son is not

statisticall1y u1c1t~oat. Bume, as in the can of the b.52 Imrts,

there 1s.30 zeal peftrewe far an .xpmentiai. mootbing technique,,

m~rda'Gass at %keh ertie toS wo~.d -- L*do or paired oaqurIo.aa

F1ý~
Aptrasnhak, M m WOUpeAt JL.U, PS 68.
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vin. DMIM 2 -- DATA, TBW1T(UES, AND RWULTS

The data used in Design 1 were for Hi-Valu and Category 11 re-

coverable items for both the B-52 and the Falcon missile. Furthermore,

the demands vere at base level. It seemed desirable to test expo-

nential smoothing te-bniques on som Category III items. Demands for

such Items are generally much higher tbn for NL-Valu and Category 11-R

parts; there are imny more Category III parts; and they are managed

differently. If applicable, the automatic conputIng procedures of

exponential smoothing (wIth or vithout trend) and decreased data storage

requiremets could be valuable.

Cklaboms City Air Materiel Area (OC.AMO) had Issue history an about

16o.ooo WS3 B-52 item for the 29J mnths fron iAri 16, 196o to sep-

tember 30, 1962. Data on a saml~ e of about 16,000 Itemm vere made

available to us. Sw informtIon for each line Item lnclu4ed, mog

othor things, the nb•er of requalstlos and the rner of Issues on

a quartely baste, unit cost, and U th e n~rdability/fReair/Cost (MC)

ode. satbbLe Oastqoy M Items hma N code "W".

WO selected a sste heOm the 16,000 consisting of every 4th t•em

that had Sm lemma W.W M ftiit ""a wteas mand W code N,

beagining with te ftiet Item in the hating Ohat stisfied these can-

dItioms. leare vwe he Items In this samp.. On the grounds that

exponantia2 moothing wmald prabaeby not be used on Item with less

than om n e md per' qwte, we then eliminated al item which had

fa than 10 Issues dalLog the fit seven quwtws. * ie ed" ed our

sale scie to 292.

*Weapon Systenm * r -- Imur this wuaemmnt Concept most of tUP
issues ae made to satisfy routine bse demand. For Items wich are
peculiar to the system there v111 be sow Issues to peolallhsed
3ep:ar Actiy=ties (mA).
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It is of some interest to examine the fluctuations in the average

issues per line item during the data-collection period, an shoen in

Table 5.

The average number of issues per line item for all ten quarters

is 163.14. For the first 14 quarters it is 1148.5; for the first 7 it

is 162.0. The largest average occurs in the seventh quarter, 239.1,

and the smallest in the first, 104.4. * There is no pattern to these

averages Thus the average number of issues per month ranged from

Table 5

AVOE• ISSUSS PR LINE ITD
(Ten quarters, 292 items)

Quarter Average

1 10~4.4
2 143.9
3 185.5
14 160.2
5 137.7
6 162.9
T 239.1
8 1514.1
9 145.9

10 200.3

about 3 to 8 per line item. In our sample of 292, there occurred 51

item for vhiah there were recorded issues during only one of the

first seven quarters. Some of these had issues during the last 3

quarters. Fbr all 425 items in the original serple, the averages are

reduced by about one-third.

This my be due in part to the fact that the data for vhat ye
are calling the first quarter really were for only * months. We feel
that the effect of this on our subsequent vork is negligiole.
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__ moat elqnmsive item in our initial slap1e of W12 cost $159.

mre yore Issues of it during the fourth quarter and none at any

other tie. The next most expensive unit cost $139. 2hirty-five of

these were Issued during the first 7 quarters and 30 in the last 3.

More wus one issue In the fourth quarter and none at any other time

for an litm •hich cost 199. Twmety $98.50 Itetm vere issued during

the 5th quarter and 18 in the last 3. All the othe" itea cost less

than $90. Only the second and fourth of these four Items vere in-

cluded In our sample of 292.

2bere vere 114 of the cheapest item, vhich cost one cent. Issues

ranged from 6 to 53,698 during the first 7 quarters and from none to

18,71T2 in the last 3 quarters. There vere 5 of these item vhich had

no Issues during the last 3 quarte". During the first 7o they had

4M, 450, 555, 599, and e,005 Issues. The item vhich bad six issues

in the firat 7 quarters bed 102 in the liat ftree. It vas not included

In our sile of 292.

Th above sgain eq p uises the difficulties inherent in demad

predictlon due to the Irregularities In emand patterns. Ibis last

bow ot heresult or earler laD studies.

In order to give the reader ems feeling fbr the data vw have

Included in ftble 6 the uait cost nd quaterly Issues for every 10th

Item in our sape of 4t2. It eam be sen that issues from depot are

erratic. In facto the ratio of vwlmm toe wt m is greater than one

for nearly al1 the parts in the table. For soe parts it is greater

than %, as for eemle, numbers 22 and 31.

"*See, for ezmqle, Bernice Brow, p ueracteristics of Dwmnd for
Aircraft Spare Parts Th R Co 'atSon, 39, Lul, D.
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Table 6

UNIT COST AND QUARTRLY ISSUES FOR A SAWLE
OF CATEGORY III B-52 PARTS

Unit Quarters

No. L $ 1 2 3 4 = 6 T 8 9o
1 4.50 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0
2 .50 0 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 17.00 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 0

o4.6 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
62.oo 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0

6----- .99 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 7.25 0 0 0 0 0 0 U1 0 0 0
8 4.00 0 49 16 6 0 10 4 6 38. 35
9 9.45 0 4 0 12 0 0 1 0 2 0

10 6.25 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 0
11 5-95 0 0 0 10 10 3 30 15 14 b..
12 16.25 0 0 0 2 2 3 0 0 0 0
13 .30 0 0 0 0 9 33 0 0 5 0
14 4.65 0 0 21 1 15 4 7 4 1 5
15 .06 0 0 0 100 100 500 0 0 1 400 0

16 J75 0 0 1 0 2 0 6 1& 0 2
17 1.1-00 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 .03 0 0 0 21 0 21. 50 0 0 0
19 .02 0 0 550 350 200 350 0 0 0 150
20 .2T 224 26 6 223 96 0 0 0 20 0

21 2 0 0 10 30 0 0 10 12 6 6
22 .13 0 0 0 0 0 60 0 0 0 0
23 .01 0 0 6800 786T 31400 1.301 24330 2152. 5235 U.356
24 .01 0 m04 1i1 98 0 0 0 0 8 0
25 2.85 10 9 1 39 60 2 55 0 3. 9

26 .90 0 7 0 50 0 0 0 0 0 0
27 .U 7A 1093 302 232 559 109 3 659 1535 o 22
28 .80 0 0 0 0 0 0 61 7 19 300
29 1.8o 0 0 0 30 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 .03 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 0 2 0
31 .4.0 0 80 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
32 .14 0 0 0 0 0 10 16 1 5 0
33 67.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 1
34 1l.oo 0 0 0 0 0 16 0 0 0 0
35 1.65 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0
36 3.00 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
3T 4.ooo 0 1 4 2 o4 5 2 1 o 5
38 4.25 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
39 14.00 0 0 04 5 0 2 2 0 0
140 1.05 0 6 00 1 4 0 0 1 15 0 1.

~41 3.00 314 0 26 11 16 102 102 0 91
142 5.00 0 0 0__ 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
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There were 18 property classes represented in our sample of 292,

only four of which had at least 10 line item in them. We consoli-

dated the remaining 14 classes in stating our results. The following

table gives the number of Items included In the property classes in

our samle:

No. of L/u

F AL SUPPLY GROUP (7s9) in Smle

15 -- Aircraft and airframe rtructural components ....... 42
T P--iPpe, tubing, hose, and fittings. .......... 22

53 Hardware and abrasives ............................ 115
59 -- Electrical and electronic equipment components ... 71
All otbers ....-...................... 42

Total 292

The test design for these data differed from the one employed for

the B-52 and Falcon data. We used six techniques and predicted for

tk'ree quarters in the future. ristorical base periods consisting of

four quarters of data and seven quarters of data were used. * No program

element was iftroduced. The teabniques are defined as folloan:

Teehntque Base
Fowl ad TOcOMlg'm

first I qMatM Zesue rSte
3 first 4 qgrters ommlw ai. smoothing, a - .203 firt 4 qwstem MlWMmte aottgi, a - .30

4 first 7 qurters loooe rate
f irst 7 querbaso mstIl smothlog, a - .20

6 ftrst 7 qt•e e -msutaia mothing, a - .30

lie @am fou" "neswee of •eorm'y were used "s in the first

part of this stud. election s vs made indpendsntly for the four-

quarter base and t* -. ven-qutw base. MW nmber of line IttIs fbr

which each tecniq is p•efred is gvnm in table 7.

S.. initial estimate for the emqnential smeotbins teCb•,q I'
obtained b~y averoagng the data ova the be" period. (See II. 3.)
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Table 7

NUMBE OF PARTS BY TREIIQUE AND
FlAt5AL SUPPLY GROUP

Technique

Four Quarter Base Seven Quarter Base

No No Number
-r K Prefer- of LineFSG E E 3 I enecfe 4 5 6 ence Irnma-

15 7 -- 6 29, 12 -- 14 16 42
14T 5 1j 5 11 5 1 10 6 22
53 311 2 .48 31. 50 6 43 16_ 115

59 lo, 1_oIo 2 2 2 2

Others 61 -- ' 27 1 n15 .13 13 42

VIing four quarters of histtorical data, we vere unable to identij

a preferred technique for 138 parts (47 per cent). Even Vhen we used

7 quarters of data, 71 of the 292 parts (25 per cen't) indicated 7o

preferred technique.

Technique 3 (a a .3) Is preferred for the largest number of parts

based on 4 quarters of data. Tet there is no outstanding preferf.nae

vhen 7 quarlters ar used, Techniques 14 ýIsaue rate) and 6 (a - .3)

being preferred by about the same nber.

It Is interesaing to exodne the technique preferences for a line

Item based on 4 a•n 7 quarters of data. Hopefully, if Technique 1 wort

preferred fcr a part based on the first 4 quartters of data, then Tech-

niques 4 sho-Ald be preferred based on the first 7 quarters of history.

The same should hold true for Techniques 2 and 5, and 3 and 6. This

did not happef, as can be seen from Table 8.
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Table 8

NWW OF PAMlS BT FR T EQXtU BASED ON
4 AND 7 QUARM OF DATA

Technique -7 Quiwters

-No
5 6 Pref-

erence To"rba
==l

1 1 2 3 32 151 62

6I

S 2 2 4

L 3 
35 6 88

No

er-en- 51 2 33 [52 1.38

MOeT. were onlY 12 pa forts t Ic the Iscue rte technique va

promfrred regradleus or the mount of data, DMO for 2 and 5, and 35

" 3 rAn 6 (emponaatSal. smoothtng, a wa.3)s - M 52 Parts

(18 Per cent) fo.r wi•ch thawe vars no preference# based on either 4

or 7 qxarteor of data. hus we sea that if one tchnique is preferred

based cn 4 quarters of data, thars 1s no reason to supots that this

same technique would be preferred m additionel dawnd experience

becomes available.

Techniques 1, 2, and 3 tended to owsstiJst "s a group and

Techniques ,, 5., and 6 tended to uraerstimte as a m . te
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folloviag table shows the number of pprt. for which the preferred

techrique under- and overestimated. Where there was no preference,

it was still possible to categorize the parts in this respect.

Table 9

NIUBER OF PARTS UNDER2TIMATED OF?

OVERESTIMATED BY PREPER1=
TECHNIQUE

7 Quarters

Underestimate Overestimate Total

s Under-
esti- 72 110 182
mateCYover-

esti- 34 76 110
mate A___

ta106 186 292

The number of parts for which the techniques, using the two bases,

consistently u•iderestimaed or overestimated was abot the same, 72 and

76., resptively, ]br the totals, the nvmers of line items were re-

versed, 182 and 110, cpared with W06 and 186.

Vs did not wue sneod order mmoothing because it is unlikely that

one would vent to use a prediction technique with a trend factor of

only 4 quarters of data, or eve of 7 quarters of data Furthermore,

there is usually some question about the accuracy of the information

at the outset of a date collection program.

We also exained the 133 parts in ouw original samle of 425 which

bed fewer tha 10 issues during the first 7 quarters. With a base period
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of 4 quarters of data, there vwas n preferred tecn que for 124 of

thea. Of the rmainder, Techlque 1 vws preferred for 8 of the item

and Technique 3 for . of them. When ve used 7 qusrwws of data to

premict, 113 item exhibited no preferene, Technique 4 was preferred

for 6 and Technique 6 for 14 item.

Our data included the number of requisitions by quarter, as well

as the number of Issues. We applied our techniques to predict the

number of requisitions per quarter. Using 4 quarters of data, we

predicted the number of requisitions for the next 3 quarters and

multiplied these figures by the number of issues per requisition

during tLs base period to get the number of dimnds. Than we folloved

the same procedure uaing 7 quarters as a base. The results of the

selection of preferred techniques vere substantially the sme as vhen

ve did not use requisitions. Dance the results are not incltaed here.
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IX. MEASUREKENT OF AGGREGATE LOSS USING A ST.TtSTICAL
DECISION TABM'C APPROACH

In Sec. VI we described four measures of error that were used to

assess prediction accuracy: average monthly error, average absolute

error, root mean square error, and relativE error. Using the B-52

and Falcon data, we observed that for a particular line item the pre-

diction technique that resulted in the smallest value of average monthly

error usually had the smallest value for the other three measures of

error as well. We selected as the preferred one for each item that

technique with the smallest average monthly error for the greatest

number of prediction sets. To determi!ne the preferred technique over

the entire sample of 125 B-52 parts and 23 Falcon components we simply

counted the number of times each technique was preferred (see Tables 3

and 4). Sim4lar procedures were applied to the OCAMA data.

Such a counting procedure has several drawbacks. In the first

place, each item is weighted equally though the average demand end

unit cost vary widely from item to item. Secondly, if no technique

performs best on a majority of the item, one should evaluate them by

pairs. If there are several techniques, the number of required com-

parisons may be very large. Still worse is the possibility that there

is no preferred technique, since the preference relations are not

transitive. Thirdly, the procedure is insensitive to the magnitude

by which a technique is preferred. For example, the counting procedure

will label as "preferred" a technique that performs slightly better than

a second technique on the majority of items but far worse on the balance.

See Sec. VI.
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We shall now describe another measu're of aggregate error suitable
.

for use on the OCAMA data. This measure does not possess the three

defects of the counting procedure noted above. Lince we are concerned

with low-cost items that are managed under economic order quantity pro-

cedures, the approximate expression for total variable cost (TVC) for

a line item during a time period is:

(12) 2,

where

Q = economic order quantity

I = interest rate per period

C = unit cost

x - demand per period

8 = cost of placing an order

This is the fiiliar cost expression underlying the classical Wiison

economic lot Iiso formula. The first term on the right-hand side

is the holding cost per period and the second term is the procurement

cost per period. By differentiating with respect to Q and setting the

derivative equal to sero, we obtain the well-known result for minimum

cost,

In Eqs. 13 and 14 we have assumed that x, the true value of demand

during the period, is known. Actually our problem is to make an

This procedure was suggested by G J. Feeney.

*We are assuaing x and Q are continuous variables.

*See for exaple T. &",. Whitin, The Theory of Inventory 4anaaement,
Princeton University Press, 1957, or A. R. Ferguson and Lawrence Fisher,
Stocksge Policies for Medium and Low-Cost Parts, The RAND Corporation,
M-1962, April 1950.
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estimate of the value of demand which we shall denote by R. This

estimated value A will be used to determine Q in' Eq. 14. This value

of Q is then substituted into Eq. 13 to give us the cost. The ntuber

of procurement3, x/Q, and hence the cost, will still depend on the

true value of demand, x.

Let us define u(i,x) as the cost during a period when demand is

estimated as A but is actually x. Then from Eqs. 13 and 14,

(15) u(Ri X) r-'Cs {19 x~4}

It is easily shown that this is minimized when the random variable i

assumes the value x.

Let us define a loss function, L(g,x) as the cost when our estimate

of demand is f, minus the cost if we had made the correct decision X^ = x.

%ben

L(t,x) - loss during a period when demand is estimated
as I Instead of x.

- URix) - u(x,x)

(16) uvIC{ 8 2 /x}

Of course, the true value x is not knovn, but we shall assume that

it is dist2ibuted according to a probability distribution q(x). Our

problem is to choose A so that the expected value of the loss function

is minimized, i.e., so that

(17) z (L(f,x)) - i L(gx)q(x)dx
s x

Ifs m~i.n:im~ized.
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Substituting Eq. 16 into Eq. 17 and taking the partial derivative with

respect to 2 yields the minimizing condition

-1/ 1 -3,/
- .- .X q(x) dx 0 ,

whence

(18) i - xq(x)dx

In other words the loss function will be minimized if we choose an

estimate, 2, equal to the mean of the distribution on the true parameter.

.&us it is not necessary to know anything about the distribution q(x)

excet its man. Hence, the exponential smoothing and moving average

techniques which estimate the mean are consistent with this loss func-

tion.

In Fig. 2 we have plotted the loss function of Eq. 16 divided by

"•-against the ratio of estimated to observed demand, •, assuming

1- 1. Note that the graph is not syietric. If we had plotted

the loss function aeginst log -o the gaph would be symuetric about

i 1.
XX

By considering x to be a constant we can see the effect of changes

In the ratio That the value of L(gpx) /-j- is greater for an

underestimate than for an overestimate of the same amount agrees with

our i.atuition of how the function should beha- v in an inventory system.

If we over- or underestimate by the same relative amounts, the values

of the function ari the same.

The aggregate measure of loss for a technique is obtained by rimply

computing Eq. 16 for each item and sumatng over all items. Not,! that the
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dimensions of Eq. 16 are dollars, and that consequently this aggregate

loss has an economic irterpretation vhich is more useful than a measure-

ment of aggregate error in per cent, for example. The v&,ae of I is

obtalned from the prediction technique, and the value of observed demand

1.2

1.0 I

=V 2• .6 Note: Assume

- .4

.-.

.2

oLt
0 ! 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

A

L - Estimated demand
X Observed demand

Fig. 2 -The loss function divided byi-

in entered for x. We artificially set 9 - 1 in those cases where the pre-

diction technique vould have specified zero to prevent Eq. 16 from becoming
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infinite. Over a group of items, I and S will usually be considered

constants. Since the statistical analysis which follows is not affected

by these values ye assumed that - 1.

Fbr the entire sample of 425 line items, the aggregate loss/item

during the prediction period under each technique is given in the

following tables:

Four Quarter Base Seven Quarter Base
Aggregate Aggregate

Technique Iss/Item Technique Loss/Item

1 *9.22 4 $ 4.88
2 9.18 5 4.58

3_ _ 9.05 6 4.46

We can also think of the entries in the second column in each table

as estimates of the average dollar loss/item (assuming T- 1) per

leadtim period for increased costs of procurement and holding due to

incorrect demad forecasts.

We cannot co•pre Techniques 1, 2, and 3 ag, a group with Techniques

4, 5, and 6, because of the difference in the base and prediction periods.

Ons reasonmble set of values satisfying * 1 is to choose
I a .10 perperiod and $2 per order. Int21 case the period is
3 quarters so that the yearly Interest rate would be (4/3) .10 - .13.
Studies performed by N.I.T. for the Ayli Ordnance Corps indicate that
yearly interest rates of .17 and depot order costs of $100 are reason-
able in that application. Uhder these asSuiptions, the value of

T- 2.53.
We ured the sign test, t-test, and Wilcoxon test to determine

whether the results were statistically significant. These tests are
not affected when the variable is multiplied by a constant, in this case

It is perhaps of some interest to note that during quarters 5, 6,

and 7 for which the first three techniques predict, the dollar value of
issues/line item was $161.43; during quarters 8, 9, and 10 for which the
last three techniques predict, the dollar value of issues/line item was
$144~.83.
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It is admissible, however, to compare these two groups of techniques

vithin thenselves. The application of statistical tests indicated

that there were no significant differences among 1, 2, and 3 or among

4, 5, and 6 usting the entire sample of 425 items.

We also applied the above procedures to the reduced sample of 292

items vith at least ten demands in the f~rst seven quarters. The re-

sults were the same.

As a final test we predicted the dei and for the last three quarters

based on the preceding four quarters of data. In other words ve used

Techniques 1, 2, and 3, but vith quarters 4-7 instead of 1-4 as a base.

This enabled us to compare the aggregate loss based on four quarters

with the aggregate loss based on seven quarters (using Techniques 4,

5, and 6), since the period being predicted vas the same. The aggre-

gate loss/ita. vas found to be $4.96, $..86, and $4.79 to correspond

vith techniquee 14, 5, 6, respectively, In the table above. We note

that the use of three additional quarters of data on vhich to base

predictions decreases the aggregate loss/ites. These decreases are not

statistically significant. bvever, ve are led to the speculation that

data Vhich are more than a covtple of years old may have negligible value

for -rediction purposes. Uwte precisely, it appears likely that the

information, If any, provided by data older than, say, two years is

related primarily to the non-stationary characteristics of the demand

distribution.

In conclusion, ve should remind the reader that the loss function

discussed in this section considers only procurement and holding costs.

We realize that stockout costs, which we have omitted, are extremely

important, but they are difficult to assess objectively. How merch does
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a stockout cost? Is a stockout on a $ .01 item as costly as a stock-

out on a $30.00 item? Are ten stockouts on an item ten times as costly

as one stockout?

The advantage of avoiding arbitrary assB5mptions about stockout

cosias is that the loss fmction in Eq. 16 has only two parameters, I

and S, which are constant over all the items. We can make reasonable

estimates of these parameters. Further, since they are constant for

all items, they do not affect tests of statistical significance based

on the loss functions. Finally, it is important to keep in mind that

the aggregate loss function is being used to evaluate prediction tech-

niques. We are not constructing an inventory policy. If ve were, we

should be obliged to consider stockouts.
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X. FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

EELonential smoothing Coes not appear to be a s..gnl ficantly better

predictor than the cumulative issue rate techniques ,urrently being used.

The ranking procedure used to evaluate both designs d&d not enable us to

pick a preferred technique. 16ben we applied the more sensitive test of

aggregate loss in Design 2 for the Category III data, there were still

no statistically significant differences between techniques.

We remind the reader, however, that exponential smoothing has

defini-te computational advantages. For first order exponential smooth-

ing on7y one average need be stored for each item -- this in contrast

with the reqrtirements of a cumulative issue rate or a moving average.

A trend can be readily accommodated with exponential smoothisg, and

the rate of response due to the smoothing constant can be easily changed.

A neasurement of agregate loss seem to be of fundament,' iAMor-

tance in assessing prediction accuracy. Some readers may complairs about

a sophisticated measurement of error such as the aggregate loss function

developed in this Memorandum using a statistical decision theory point

of viev. Obviously It is based on a simple model vhich balances pro-

curemnt costs againm 1* holding costs. It is certainly not a compre..

hensive model. On ti other hand it is clear that simple ranking

procedures wae highly questionable and furthermore that they are not

sufficiently sensitive. Ranking procedures ignore magnitude infor-

mation, behaving like a sign test In classical statistics. We feel

that future empirical tests of prediction techniques will inevitably

fail unless sensitive measuring instruments such as aggregate loss

functions are employed. Such fumctions kre less arbitrary and logically

more appropriate.
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Prolpreelement data are veluable for prediction. This cozalusion

is based on the analysis of the Falcon data in Design 1. ,7A:-diction

accuracy was substantially improved for 19 of 23 partd by the inclusion

of a program element (checkouts). Of course, the use of a -'ogram ele-

ment requires that it be forecasted so that preCUcted dcmand per program

element can be converted to predicted demand. Naturally the importance

of a program element is deterAined bj- the rate at which a weapon is

phased in.

No program element information vas available for the depot issues

of Category III items in Design 2.

The use of requisition data did not alter 'he accurag of demand

prediction. For the CategGrj III depot Issues of Design 2 we had

quarterly data by item giving total requisitions and total issues.

When the techniques of Design 2 were applied to requisitions for pre-

diction and then multiplied by the average issues per requisition

comuted over the baa period, the resulting predictions were sub-

stantially unchanged. Of course, there is an unlimited number of ways

that the requisition date could have b-en used. For instance, we might

have applied the tecniquie to issues per requisition, but this would

require an estimate of requisitfons in the futurt' by item. Suwh a

procedure would be similar to using a progran element except that it

would necessitate * different program element for each Item. Siace

this does not sem feasible, we restricted our attention to the one

application of the requisition data described above. Our conclsion

that requisivion data did not alter the accuracy oA' prediction in based

on this application, Hlwver, we do not exclude the possibility that a
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reasonable procedure ma: be devised that will be able to extract

information from the requisition data for prediction purposes.

The accuracy of first order predlction does not increase sub-

stantially when the base period becomes lonjer than a year. This

cunclusion is based on the depot issues for Category III items in

which the aggregate loss/item was decreased by a moximmn of T per cent

(on exponential smoothing with a constant of .30) when the base period

was extended from four quarters to seven. Trend calculations (second-

order) were not made because of tne paucity of data. Our conclusion

suggests that the information, if any, in data more than a couple of

years old is primarily related to trend.

The variance in depot issues is extremely high. If dema2ds for

an item from the depot were placed in a random manner, statistical

theory predicts that we would observe a variance to mean ratio of one

in the demand pattern. The variance to mean rtatios t~at u.2 observed

in the Category III depot data were alsont always greater than one,

and often as large as 50 or 100. Actually we know that demands on the

depot do not occur at random by deeln. BDases order large quantities

at infrequent intervals according to an economic. •t-size type of

criterion that '4apte to balance the costs if prxcrwement with the

costs of holding. T-is artificially alifies tiv fliactcations of

demand that art adn -- the depot. Very lttle etpiricul work has been

done for multi-echelc, demAnd problems, ',it i is obvious that an inven-

tory system designed to optimize base perf'ormance only may be decidedly

non-optimum on a system basis.
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